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Introduction
The STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) programme 2018-19 began the year with the
below objectives:
1. Encourage more girls to engage with STEM initiatives
2. Develop a KS4 focus to STEM
As the year progressed, we adapted focus point 2. The reasons for this are highlighted in the below
report. The new focus from February became:
3. Develop the KS3 Lego Robotics Programme
This report will highlight the major successes of the STEM programme this year.
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STEM Activities
KS3 STEM Club
STEM Club was a weekly after school club open to all students in Year 7-9. This academic year we
offered STEM Club weekly in Terms 1, 2 and 3. STEM Club allowed students to develop their skills in
STEM areas beyond their formal lessons, practice problem solving and practical skills, and build
relationships with students outside of their classes and learning groups. STEM Club attracts a range of
students, with a significant number of the cohort being students with learning needs, and those who
may find relationship building with their peers challenging at times. STEM Club allows a space for these
students to develop their passion and understanding for STEM, whilst also engaging with students
with similar interests to themselves.
Activities have included developing water filtration systems for third world countries, building gliders,
powering electrical devices from potatoes, producing fragrances from the distillation of fresh herbs
(supplied by the Gardening Club) and building satellites. Three successful STEM Clubs were hosted this
year by the KS5 STEM Ambassadors and one by the Maths department in the Moulton building.

Students at STEM Club

KS3 Lego Robotics Club and Competition
Lego Robotics is an excellent way to engage students of all skillsets in STEM activities. It promotes
technical skills development, along with team work, problem solving and communications skills.
Developing the programme was born out of an opportunity to loan two sets of Lego Mindstorms
resources from an organisation called Tomorrow’s Engineers. They provided staff training, all
resources, and a platform for the students to compete against other groups of students in our region.
We have run a weekly Lego Robotics Club from November 2018 to date. The uptake for this
programme was significant; such that, at the beginning with two sets of resources we had around 12
students programming and building one robot. This number meant that a lot of the students were not
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able to get hands-on with the robot or programming. Securing funding from the local firm Cross
Manufacturing helped these ratios reduce to around seven or eight students per robot.
A team of seven students entered the regional Lego Robotics competition in February. They were
awarded a trophy for winning one of the five mini competitions of the day. Although the team were
not selected to be one of the two teams to go through to the next round, the students did themselves
hugely proud. They approached the tasks with determination and humour, and they conducted
themselves in an exemplary manner throughout the entire day. These seven students were able to
bring this new knowledge back to the weekly Lego Robotics Club, to coach others present at the club.

Students in Lego Robotics Club and at the Lego Robotics Competition Day

KS4 Red List Competition
A competition was launched to all Year 10 students to research key aspects on an endangered species
and present their findings via a poster. The Science Team were briefed on the competition in a Faculty
meeting and asked to deliver slides detailing it to their Year 10 classes the following week. Reminders
were put on Class Charts and in Tutor Trays regarding key information and dates for the competition.
The winners were to receive both a solar powered battery pack, and a sum of money to be donated
to a charity of their choice supporting the conservation of their chosen species. Despite this work no
Year 10 students entered the competition or, to my knowledge, engaged in it at all.
I reflected on the lack of success of this initiative, which is detailed in the evaluation of the year, and
refocussed my efforts on an area that had huge interest from the students, namely the KS3 Lego
Robotics work.
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KS5 STEM Ambassadors
This year, nine Year 12 Ambassadors joined the STEM programme; three female and six male students.
Until December 2018 we also had the assistance of five Year 13 Ambassadors from last year, who left
the programme at Christmas to concentrate on their studies. The Ambassadors either supported one
of the STEM extracurricular clubs, or assisted with KS3 Science and Maths lessons.
Within lessons, a timetable was constructed for students to support lessons where staff had requested
assistance. Where the Ambassadors were given specific direction on how to assist best, especially at
the beginning, the feedback from staff was very positive.
Two Ambassadors supported STEM Club for the first three terms of the year, and planned and
delivered a number of sessions themselves. Two further Ambassadors supported the students in Lego
Robotics Club, training themselves on how to use the equipment and then teaching the KS3 students
what they had learnt. These sessions are invaluable role modelling opportunities for younger students
to learn from older students in the school.
In September 2018 I met with the STEM Ambassadors from last year to reflect on how they found the
programme. The students’ responses were overwhelmingly positive, where they said that they
enjoyed developing their own skills by planning and delivering STEM sessions, as well as the
opportunity to develop relationships with younger students. The only area of development was that
the Ambassadors would have enjoyed being given the opportunity to attend a STEM trip outside of
school with some of the KS3 STEM students, if such an opportunity had arisen. We did however discuss
the potential challenge of clashes with their own lesson timetable.

STEM Trips
The school has taken two STEM trips this year. Firstly we took a group of Year 9 and 10 female students
to the Women in Engineering Fair. This event was offered first to Year 10 students, however the uptake
was much less compared to last year. To ensure the opportunity was not missed we opened up
applications to Year 9 students also. The students were exposed to many engineering organisations
and given the opportunity to get hands-on with a large variety of workshops. The second trip was the
Lego Robotics competition, already mentioned in the Lego Robotics section.

STEM Week
The activities for STEM week this year were spread over a few weeks, due to availability, and gave all
year groups the opportunity to engage with at least one activity. Year 7s worked through the Squashed
Tomato Challenge in Science lessons, also as part of the Science Faculty Showcase. Two learning
groups in Year 8 were engaged in a Tomorrow’s Engineers Energy Quest workshop for half a day each.
They learnt a lot about energy resources and efficiency throughout this time, and built electric cars to
try and go as far as possible on limited power. 60 Year 9 students attended an Airbus workshop on
satellite technology. This is the second year we have run this event, that was delivered by senior
engineers in Airbus, and sees the students building satellites to complete a specific mission by the end
of the session. KS4 and KS5 students were invited to talks by two STEM professionals; an architect and
a zoologist. The uptake for this was very much improved on last year and the students learnt about
two fascinating careers, and how they could be accessed. One area which showed huge progress from
last year was the proportion of female-to-male students that attended the talk. More than half of the
students in attendance were female. This may be attributed to the fact that both of the speakers were
female professionals, and it was advertised in such a way to make this clear. All students were also
tested on their STEM knowledge through a Tutorial quiz during STEM Week.
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Year 8 Energy Quest Workshop and KS5 STEM Careers talks

Year 12 Funding Talk
For the second year running Year 12 students were invited to a talk on post-school STEM opportunities
and funding avenues. The focus of this talk was both to open students’ eyes to the many options
available, and to give them insight into how they finance these different paths. This talk was timed to
come before most students had made significant progress with their UCAS applications, so that they
have even more resources to make an educated decision going forward.

Year 13 Work Experience
One Year 13 STEM Ambassador secured a much sought after work experience placement with Airbus
through links made via the STEM programme. The student engaged in a week-long fascinating
programme, giving him invaluable insight into the many areas of such a world renowned engineering
company, and specifically their graduate programme.

STEM Working Group
The STEM Working Group set out in September 2018 to build on the strong cross-curricular links made
in the last academic year. A representative from Science, Maths and ADT were engaged and present
for the discussions. Unfortunately, due to a variety of circumstances, it has not been possible for the
group to meet very regularly this year, with only one meeting taking place this academic year. With
the links already formed across the departments from last year, this was not a huge problem.
However, I would suggest recruiting representatives from each of these faculties again next academic
year to ensure the STEM programme remains cross-curricular.
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Funding
This year two significant contributions were made to the STEM department:
Cross Manufacturing gave the STEM department £350, to enable us to buy a Lego Robotics
Mindstorms set. This meant that the school not only now owns their own resources for this, but along
with the loaned resources can now run a viable Lego Robotics programme.
Tomorrow’s Engineers loaned us two Lego Robotics Mindstorms sets, along with the other necessary
resources of the mat and ramp needed for various challenges. In total these are worth over £500. The
school remains eligible to loan these resources as long as they engage in the annual Tomorrow’s
Engineers robotics challenges.

STEM links
Outside of the school, links this year have been made with the following groups to enhance the STEM
programme:
Cross Manufacturing
Tomorrow’s Engineers
Cool Earth
Abi McGillivray Architecture
Airbus Space and Defence
I’m a Scientist
Wiltshire Council

Spending
The expenditure of the STEM programme is shown below for the academic year of 2018-19:
Date
06.02.19
01.03.19
01.06.19
05.06.19

Description
Lego Robotics Competition transport
Women in Engineering transport
Cross Manufacturing Funding
Lego Mindstorms Box

In

Total

£

£

TOTAL EXPENDITURE FROM STEM BUDGET
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Out
£
£

26.00
11.00

350.00

350.00

£

345.59

£

382.59

Who
STEM
STEM
STEM
STEM

£ 32.59
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Evaluation of the Year
This year has been an active and adaptive year for STEM at St Laurence. We have altered a fair few
things along the way to ensure the students are getting the most out of the programmes. Below is an
evaluation of the primary objectives:
1. Encourage more girls to engage with STEM initiatives
This objective has had success this year, but has further areas for development. For the weekly KS3
STEM Club that ran for Terms 1-3, at times 50% of attendees were female. The STEM Careers Talks for
KS4 and KS5 attracted more female students attending than male students.
However, focus should remain on this area to ensure this is developed further. In the Lego Robotics
Club, the female members only make up around 25% of the total cohort. Only 33% of the KS5 STEM
Ambassadors this year were female. These ratios have improved from last year, primarily I believe by
having the focus at the forefront of thought when planning activities and events. STEM Club activities,
such as making fragrances, may be more attractive to some female students than classic engineering
type tasks. Inviting only female STEM professionals for the careers talks was intentional and I believe
played a part in the gender ratio of the audience. In one year changes have been made to shift the
STEM environment at St Laurence away from bring being predominantly male, however more work
needs to be done to embed this.
2. Develop a KS4 focus to STEM
The development of a new KS4 initiative was unsuccessful, as detailed above in the section KS4 Red
List Competition. However, two initiatives have focussed on KS4 this year, outside of this competition;
that of the KS4 and KS5 Careers talks, and the Year 10 Women in Engineering Fair.
The reasons I believe the Red List competition did not work include:
- The students did not engage in why they would, or should, enter the competition
- It was rolled out at a time of assessments and increased workload for students
- The competition was delivered by a number of different people.
If I was to launch a similar initiative again, I would take the below steps:
- The students need a clear explanation as to why they would/should do something. Perhaps by asking
staff to deliver the messages in lessons did not allow for the message to be as clear as it could be in
Year 10 Briefings with the students
- The students need a reason to do it, perhaps beyond a physical prize for themselves
- An initiative needs to either take very little time/effort, or the personal or physical reward needs to
outweigh the investment by them.
3. Develop the KS3 Lego Robotics Programme
This programme was a huge success this year. There was a great deal of interest from the students
from the outset. Over 25 students registered for the first session of the club. Two KS5 Ambassadors
eagerly volunteered to help lead the sessions. The students were very keen to be selected for the
competition team, and those that were selected worked hard and did themselves proud. We secured
funding from an external resource for extra Lego resources, and since the competitions the students
have been gaining in skills in the weekly Lego Robotics sessions.
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2018-19 Foci
In the academic year of 2018-19, the below areas will be the key STEM foci, as identified by Anne
Ainsworth:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Continue to engage girls by initiating more girl friendly activities i.e. fragrance
based/dyes/food chemistry
Continue to use female STEM professionals to give talks to KS4/5
Continue Lego Robotics (fulfil training need) - intro and publicity to emphasise gender
neutral/girl friendly uses of robotics in industry
STEM competitions - target at particular groups, tailor to their interests i.e. KS4 Art/DT girls Woolmark (fashion plus properties of materials) competition.
Improving the school environment for competitions - these can be submitted as Big Bang
competitions and gain Crest Awards
-

Maths/stats - calculating numbers of students with different dietary needs
Food - develop snack range for different needs as indicated by above
Science/Maths - tally of different insect/bird species in school grounds and how to
encourage (tie in with DT design and make suitable habitats)
Graphics - advertising campaign looking after the school environment
DT/Maths - designing sustainable outdoor furniture for school.
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